**Maps & Directions**

**Routes: Taipei Metro**

Stops: Depending on your location, transfer to MRT Blue/Yellow Line, get off at Zhongxiao Xinsheng Station, Exit 4, head towards JianGuo South Road direction and crossover Jianguo Elevated Rd. (6 minutes walking). Or take the MRT Blue/Brown Line, get off at Zhongxiao Fuxing Station, Exit 1, and walk along Zhongxiao East Road. Here you will find the GIS Taipei Tech Convention Center on your right-hand side. (8 minutes walking).

Fare: Approx. NT$ 20

Service Hours: 6am ~ midnight (Ask information desk for times available)

Journey Time: Approx. 10 min - 25 min

**Routes: Local Bus**

Stops: Take the bus numbers 1813/1815/212/232 Sub/232 Express/262/262 Shuttle/299/605/919/Zhongshan New Main Line, get off at Zhengyi Post Office Station (2 minutes walking). You can ask the bus driver to assist you to Taipei Tech, or just be on the look at for Taipei Tech campus. But make sure to read the maps from posted at the bus stops, to make sure your heading the right direction and also to aid you in knowing in when to get off the bus.
Fare: Approx. NT$ 15

Service Hours: Read the times provided on the time table to make sure.

Journey Time: Approx. 10 min - 25 min

**Routes: Taxi**

Stops: It is recommend that if you want to take a Taxi - get to Taipei first or the taxi meter will run up a very costly fare charge. Also if taking a taxi, show the Taxi driver the schools name in Chinese or try pronounce the Chinese Name for Taipei Tech to save you some hassles.

Fare: TBA

Service Hours: 24 Hrs.

Journey Time: TBA